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=AG56TWVU5XWC2Never before have so many exciting, hair-raising tales of bear encounters

been collected into one book. Read about a man who swam into a lake to try to escape a furious

bear only to find to his horror that bears can swim too! Or of the old gold prospector who got mauled

and sewed up his own stomach-and lived to tell about it! When a bear attacks, it does so with

devastating ferocity. Although the average attack lasts but thirty seconds, grievous injury can result

from powerful paws and jaws. Strangely enough, most attacks are nonfatal. This book is filled with

true-life episodes of close-calls, maulings, and deaths by all three North American bears: black,

grizzly, and polar. These stories are not fiction. All are, eerily enough, based on complete fact. Even

the FOX TV show When Animals Attack uses Kaniut's material for their shows. The author of two

previous best-selling books on dangerous bears brings you a cliffhanger-you won't want to miss his

latest and best yet!
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Never before have so many exciting, hair-raising tales of bear encounters been collected into one

book. Read about a man who swam into a lake to try to escape a furious bear only to find to his

horror that bears can swim too! Or of the old gold prospector who got mauled and sewed up his own

stomach-and lived to tell about it! When a bear attacks, it does so with devastating ferocity.



Although the average attack lasts but thirty seconds, grievous injury can result from powerful paws

and jaws. Strangely enough, most attacks are non-fatal. This book is filled with true-life episodes of

close-calls, maulings, and deaths by all three North American bears: black, grizzly, and polar. These

stories are not fiction. All are, eerily enough, based on complete fact. Even the FOX TV show When

Animals Attack uses Kaniut's material for their shows. The author of two previous best-selling books

on dangerous bears brings you a cliffhanger-you won't want to miss his latest and best yet!

kaniut.com

I really enjoyed reading this book, it "flowed" nicely and was easy to sit down and get lost in its

pages. It is an accumulation of a bunch of different personal stories (from different people) involving

some type of bear interaction, whether it be with grizzlies, black bears, or polar bears. Some end

with fatalities--human and bear alike. I am not sure who posted it, but someone stated that they

always kill the bear at the end of these stories? That is not true. There are many instances in which

the bear walks away, or the authorities deem it unfit to kill the bear simply because it was acting on

behalf of nature--protecting its cubs, etc.I will caution people who are squeamish--there are a couple

graphic parts. Obviously, you will have known that simply from the title of the book, but in some

instances, you will read about a scalp being torn off. I know it sounds gruesome, but honestly, I

didn't know a lot about bears before reading this book and I learned that the head/neck region is an

area where a bear (particularly grizzlies) will attack first to immobilize you as a threat.It is not often

that I read a book that is so entertaining (I was hooked from the get-go) and actually glean valuable

information from it. Well done Mr. Kaniut.

Meh. Read most of these stories somewhere else. These are old, old, old. So many things have

changed since this book was written, including the power of the bear spray!

Good book. It is clear that the author took the time and the trouble to put together this collection of

stories. It is factual and also full of suspense and excitement.

Good book. It helps a reader to understand that a person really needs to be aware and careful, to

not take anything for granted, when they are in bear country; especially if they are out hunting.

Very good and informative book.



This is an exciting, action packed book that I couldn't put down. It's very well written and well

researched. Lots of facts about the bears as well as background information on the humans

involved in each of the stories. This is outdoor adventure at its best.

Mildly entertaining stories. Not as dramatic or menacing as i would have liked.

Well written. Highly recommend.
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